ABSTRACT Nowadays, mobile devices have been considered as a new platform for information services, and have been widely used in many fields. In mobile application services, the processing and representation of data is a key issue which has a great impact on the service quality. Knowledge map is regarded as an effective method and has been widely utilized in mobile devices. However, traditional knowledge maps employed in mobile devices are subject to a lack of cognition characteristics, which results in corresponding information services' being unable to match the users' cognition level, thus affecting the quality of services. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical cognitive academic map (HCAM) for the specific academic domain application background. HCAM can meet the needs of three basic levels of Bloom's cognition taxonomy model by distinguishing the academic attributes of nodes and relations between nodes. First, academic concepts are the basic units in HCAM and are classified into research object concepts and method/technique concepts, which meet the human's remembering cognition levels. Second, HCAM provides the implementation and collaboration relation between concepts, which satisfies the human's applying and understanding cognition levels. Third, technique/method concepts are organized in the form of hierarchical structure from the top down of which concepts' specificity for the domain get higher and higher. In addition, Bayesian rose tree clustering is adopted in the construction of this hierarchical structure and acquiring the cognition depth for each concept. Furthermore, experiments on information retrieval field and data mining field are performed to demonstrate the effectiveness and cognition characteristics of HCAM.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of information and telecommunication technology, mobile devices have become the new platform for data collection and information services. Recently, mobile devices have been applied widely in the fields of information service, healthcare, 3D map and so on [1] - [6] . For example, in information service field, Open Data Kit 2.0(ODK 2.0) is used to provide application-specific information services for mobile device users. In healthcare field, the home monitoring healthcare system on mobile device can provide effective healthcare services for elderly people. In 3D map field, mobile device can provide the mobile application service of 3D map augmented image, which allows users to virtually transit from 2D image space to the 3D map space. In these mobile application services, the processing and representation of data is a key issue. It extracts useful information from large number of data and represents the information in the form that the computer can easily understand and analyze. And it directly influences the quality of mobile application services. Therefore, the development of mobile devices has created new opportunities of data processing and representation, in which knowledge map is an effective method.
Over the past years, knowledge map has been widely used in mobile device applications. Topic map [7] is applied in mobile devices to enable knowledge structures to be codified and linked with information objects. Concept map [8] is used for supporting printed science book reading activities for children via mobile devices. Interactive concept map [9] is employed for supporting mobile learning activities by mobile devices and so on.
So what is the knowledge map? Knowledge map [10] is a representative technique that enables to visualize captured information and relationships in a clear form so that the relevant features of the knowledge can be precisely highlighted. The well-known knowledge maps nowadays are Google knowledge map [11] , Baidu knowledge map [12] and Facebook social map [13] , etc.
The application of knowledge map has become more and more extensive [14] , but it can be found that these existing maps have no cognition characteristics. Therefore, the information services based on them can't match the users' cognition level, thus affecting the quality of services. Taking the academic recommendation as an example, with the existing knowledge maps, recommender is not able to recommend knowledge of different cognition level to a student who just enters a new research field and to a Ph.D candidate who has been familiar with the field. In view of this situation, we propose a Hierarchical Cognitive Academic Map (HCAM) for specific academic domain application background.
The cognition characteristics of HCAM are derived from the cognition taxonomy model proposed by Benjamin Bloom in 1956 (revised in 1999 considering more factors in teaching process). This model defines six levels of human cognition complexity [15] , namely remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating. In this paper, HCAM can meet the needs of the first three basic cognition levels with concept granularity. First, for a given specific academic field, HCAM can cover all the knowledge concepts in this domain. And these knowledge concepts are identified as research object concept and technique/method concept. It meets the cognition needs of remembering level. Secondly, HCAM defines collaboration relation between technique/method concepts to enable the single concept to be explained and understood by many other concepts, thus satisfying the cognition demands of understanding level. Thirdly, by building the implementation relations between research object concepts and technique/method concepts and identifying the domain cognition depth for technique/method concept, HCAM meets the applying level of human cognition demand. The contributions of this paper are three folds.
• We classify academic concepts into research object concepts and method/technique concepts according to their academic attribute, which enrich the academic information provided by HCAM. And entropy method is applied to extract method/technique concepts, deciding the contribution degree of each standardized part (title, abstract, keyword list) in article framework.
• We present two relations between concepts, implementation relation and collaboration relation. The former exists between research object concepts and method/technique concepts and is directed. And the latter exists between method/technique concepts and is undirected. These two kinds of relations reflect the main relations in research work.
• In this paper, we organize technique/method concepts in form of hierarchical structure to reflect cognition depth for different concepts with Bayesian Rose Tree (BRT) clustering. From the top down of this hierarchical structure concepts' specificity for the domain gets higher and higher.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are discussed in Section II. Section III introduces the formal definition of HCAM. In Section IV, we propose the approaches and key issues of building HCAM. Section V gives the experimental analysis of HCAM. Conclusions of this paper are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Over the past few years, the research of knowledge map has made great development. Different basis corresponds to different classification of knowledge map. According to the relation between elements, knowledge map can be classified into five types, including knowledge source map, knowledge asset map, knowledge structure map, knowledge application map and knowledge development map [16] . According to the creation purpose, knowledge map can be categorized as conceptual knowledge map, competency knowledge map, process-based knowledge map and social network-based knowledge map [17] . According to the structure, knowledge map can be distinguished as hierarchical/radial knowledge map, networked knowledge map, knowledge source map and knowledge flow map [18] .
With regard to the knowledge map built for academic research work, it can be divided into co-citation knowledge map and content knowledge map. The former one is generally built based on analyzing the information of author co-citation, co-author, citation content or document co-citation and so on. Mccarty et al. used characteristics of authors' network of co-authors to calculate their h-index as well as the h-index of all co-authors from their h-index articles [19] . In [20] , an author co-citation map of medical informatics is built by using authors as units and the co-citations of pairs of author as the variable that indicates their distances from each other. Jeong proposed author's citation content for measuring the similarity between co-cited authors to build author co-citation map [21] . A journal co-citation map was built in [22] to investigate and map the academic foundations of hospitality management research related to Turkey based on citation and co-citation analysis.
Content knowledge maps are built by analyzing the content information of articles themselves. Zhang et al. applied keyword network and co-word analysis for visualizing and analyzing scientific knowledge [23] . They extracted data on creativity research from Web of Science (WoS) for keyword network analysis. Huang et al. used self-organizing map (SOM) algorithm to generate content maps for visualizing the major technical concepts appearing in the nanotechnology patents and their evolution over time [24] . In [25] , topic knowledge maps with knowledge structures are constructed to transform high-dimensional objects into 2-dimensional spaces to help understand complicated relatedness among high-dimensional objects, such as the related degree between an article and a topic. Lee and Segev tried to automatically build a domain knowledge map for e-learning using text mining techniques [26] . In [27] , a knowledge map of the digital library domain was built based on the core topics and subtopics of digital library research. Moradi et al. created a knowledge map applying data mining approaches to locate the experts and domains of their expertise in research-based organizations [28] .
Although much research work has been performed, the existing knowledge maps seem to lack the characteristics of cognition which is an ability to provide more cognitive information about the research work. Therefore, the personalized information services using traditional knowledge maps can't provide high-quality services that satisfy user's own cognition level. In this paper, we present Hierarchical Cognitive Academic Map (HCAM), which shows not only the research objects and techniques/methods in a specific research filed, but also the logic relation between them. Furthermore, HCAM presents a hierarchical structure according to research methods' cognition depth in the field. The following sections will introduce HCAM in detail.
III. FORMAL DEFINITION OF HCAM
Hierarchical Cognitive Academic Map (HCAM) is a formalized knowledge representation based on cognition characteristics of relevant concepts in specific academic domain. Nodes in HCAM represent the concepts in a specific academic domain, and are divided into object concept nodes and key concept nodes. Object concept nodes describe the research objects in the academic field, and key concept nodes describe the implementation methods/techniques. The links between nodes represent the logic relation between academic concepts. In HCAM, there are two kinds of relations: implementation relation and collaboration relation. The former characterize the implementation relations between research objects and techniques/methods. Corresponding links are directed links which are from object nodes to key nodes. The latter represent the collaboration relations between methods/techniques. Corresponding links are undirected links which lie between key nodes. Moreover, techniques/methods are hierarchically divided and displayed according to their domain cognition depth.
The formal definition of HCAM is given as following:
--C is concept node set. Each element in C represents domain relevant concept, and C = OC ∪ KC, where --OC = {oc i } represents object concept node set, and the element oc i = oc_n i , oc_w i , where oc_n i is the name of object concept i, and oc_w i represents the weight of object concept i; --KC = {kc i } represents key concept node set, and the element kc i = kc_n i , kc_w i , c_no i , where kc_n i is the name of key concept i, kc_w i represents the weight of key concept i, and c_no i represents the domain cognition depth of concept i.
--R is logic relationship set. Each element in R represents the relations between concepts, and R = OKR ∪ KKR, where --OKR = < oc i , kc j > represents the implementation relations from object concept nodes to key concept nodes in the specific academic domain; --KKR = < kc i , kc j > represents the collaboration relations between key concept nodes. The structure of HCAM is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that HCAM contains two concept sets: object concept set and key concept set. Key concepts belong to different layers according to their cognition depth in domain. Concepts on layer i have greater cognition depth than concepts on layer i − 1. The implementation relations between object concepts and key concepts are directed, and the collaboration relations between key concepts are undirected. HCAM's cognition characteristic consists in the ability to refine the knowledge of a research field based on the academic attribute. And the knowledge it provides has the cognition characteristics that corresponds to the three basic levels of Bloom's cognition taxonomy, namely remembering, understanding and applying level. Particularly,
• By introducing two kinds of nodes, the academic concepts in HCAM are classified into research object concepts and technique/method concepts. Thus, it meets the cognition needs of remembering level for users.
• HCAM provides the logic relationships between academic concepts, which can reflect the implementation relations between research objects and techniques/methods as well as the collaboration relations between techniques/methods. Thus, they satisfy the cognition demands of applying and understanding levels for users.
• HCAM identify domain cognition depth for each technique/method concept. This identification maps the techniques/methods to different cognition layer in the academic domain. In other words, the cognition about
the specific field gets deeper and deeper from the top down in the hierarchical structure.
IV. BUILDING METHOD OF HCAM
Generally, academic map is an ordered representation of knowledge of specific research domain. It reflects the main research objects as well as related techniques/methods. Because of the professional and standardized structural framework, academic articles become the most appropriate data sources for building academic map. In this paper, we take the standardized parts of academic articles (title, abstract and keyword list) as research source, and acquire the key elements in HCAM, including object concepts, key concepts and logic relationships between the concepts. Due to the characteristics of the specialty, compound words or phrases are often used in academic articles. Research work can be elaborated with them more accurately. Therefore, in this paper, we take compound words or phrases as object concepts and key concepts. Implementation relationship between object concept and key concept is derived from the situation that the technique/method is applied in realizing the research object. And the collaboration relationship between key concepts is derived from the situation that the techniques/methods are frequently used in conjunction or possess similar characteristics. In this paper, the corpus is composed of a number of articles of specific research work. And HCAM is built based on the analysis of the corpus that has been pre-processed (filtering out the stop words, etc). The following sub-sections will introduce the three main key issues of building HCAM.
A. ACQUIRING CONCEPTS
We analyze to the title, abstract and keyword list of each article in specific-domain corpus to obtain the concept sets TC_S, AC_S and KC_S. In addition, triple PTC i , PAC i , PKC i is obtained for every article. The explanation of the concept sets and triple is given as follows.
• TC_S = {t_c i } contains concepts extracted from titles of all articles, AC_S = {a_c i } contains concepts extracted from abstracts of all articles, and KC_S = {k_c i } contains concepts extracted from keyword lists of all articles.
• PTC i represents all concepts in the title of article i, PAC i represents all concepts in the abstract of article i, and PKC i represents all concepts in the keyword list of article i. And PTC i ⊆ TC_S, PAC i ⊆ AC_S, PKC i ⊆ KC_S.
1) ACQUISITION OF OBJECT CONCEPTS
The length of an article is generally short. And the following two kinds of information may be involved:
• Research object or goal of the article. Almost all academic articles' titles contain this information.
• Key technique or method adopted in research. This kind of information appears in most titles. However, there are some titles only containing the first kind of information. Based on the analysis above, in this paper, the object concepts are extracted from the article titles. Based on the analysis of article titles, we found that prepositions are widely used in the titles. We have done statistics on articles of the top conference SIGIR (Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval) from 2006 to 2015 as well as the top conference of SIGKDD (Special Interest Group on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining) from 2006 to 2015, and found that prepositions exit in 87% of articles' titles of SIGIR and 86% of articles' titles of SIGKDD. In these titles, preposition is always used to express the relationship between research object and technique/method.
In this paper, we use the following method to obtain object concepts: first, candidate object concepts are extracted by preposition analysis and the values of their term frequency are calculated. Then, the final object concepts whose values are bigger than the threshold are filtered out. The acquisition of candidate object concepts mainly consists of the following three situations:
• If a title contains a manner preposition such as by, with, via, etc, then the concept in front of the preposition will be included in candidate object concept set. For example, the manner preposition ''with'' appears in the title ''Document clustering with prior knowledge'', so the concept ''document clustering'' will be seen as a candidate object concept.
• If a title contains a non-manner preposition such as on, of, for, etc, the concept behind the preposition will be included in candidate object concept set. For example, the title ''LDA-based document models for ad-hoc retrieval'' contains the non-manner preposition ''for'', so we extract ''ad-hoc retrieval'' as a candidate object concept.
• If a title does not contain any prepositions, then the concept appearing in title will directly be included in object concept set. After analyzing all the article titles in corpus, we can obtain candidate object concept set. And then, the triple representation PTC i , PAC i , PKC i of article i can be extend to the tetrad of PPC i , PTC i , PAC i , PKC i , where PPC i represents object concepts the article i contains. Then we can use formula (1) to compute the weight of each concept in candidate object concept set. Let oc wi represents the weight of concept i, then
where N is the total times that all concepts appear in the corpus, n i is the times that concept i appears in the corpus. In general, a concept does not appear twice or more than twice in each title, so n i is usually the number of the titles containing concept i. After obtaining the weight of every candidate object concept, we set the threshold α to filter candidate object concepts, and get the object concept set OC.
2) ACQUISITION OF KEY CONCEPTS
In order to extract key concepts, we first acquire the candidate key concept set CKCS by set operation on TC_S, KC_S and OC. Then, we calculate the weight of each of candidate key concepts by entropy method. Finally, key concepts are filtered out with a threshold.
In an academic article, the title usually uses several concepts to point out the research objects and research methods of the article. The description scope of abstract is broader. It generally includes research background, research objectives and the key techniques in the research. Abstracts of many articles also introduce the experimental analysis as well. Keyword list gives the information needed to be emphasized in an article in the form of a list, such as main techniques or methods for the problem and so on. In this paper, we take the title and the keyword list as starting point, and make following judgement and operation for the tetrad of PPC i , PTC i , PAC i , PKC i of every article in corpus so that we acquire the candidate key concept set CKCS (the initial value of CKCS is φ):
In this paper, the weight of candidate key concept is mainly calculated by analyzing the distribution of each of concepts in title, abstract and keyword list and then obtained by weighted algorithm. Since this weight is a synthesis result of three parts, the key issue is how to evaluate the title, abstract and keyword list's characteristics of distinguishing the key concepts and decide the corresponding weight of each part. In this paper, we adopt entropy method [29] to solve the problem. We take the times that the candidate key concept appears in all the titles, abstracts and keyword lists as three feature parameters and take the candidate key concept as description objective. According to entropy method, the bigger the data distribution of feature parameter changes, the smaller the information entropy is, which indicates the feature parameter contains more information. Therefore, the feature parameter should be assigned with bigger entropy weight, and play greater role in calculating the weight of candidate key concept. In this way, the entropy method is adopted to evaluate the importance of the three feature parameters. First, we use matrix F m×3 to represent the distribution of candidate key concepts (m = |CKCS|), and the elements f i1 , f i2 and f i3 to represent the frequency of candidate key concept i in title, abstract and keyword list (f i1 , f i2 and f i3 have been normalized). Then, we calculate the information entropy of each of feature parameter by the formula (2), and the information entropy H j of feature parameter j (j = 1, 2, 3) is definite as:
where k = 1/lnm, m is the amount of candidate key concepts. Moreover, if f ij = 0, then f ij lnf ij = 0.
According to the information entropy of each feature parameters, we can calculate the entropy weight w j of feature parameter j:
Obviously, when the data distribution of all candidate key concepts is the same for feature parameter j, the entropy H j of the feature parameter j reaches to the maximum which is 1 and the entropy weight w j is 0. It indicates that feature parameter j is weak to provide useful information when confirm the weight of candidate key concepts. That's to say, feature parameter j doesn't have a good distinguishing ability.
After obtaining the entropy weight of the three feature parameter, we can calculate the weight kc_w i for each candidate key concept, the formula is as following:
Finally, we set a threshold β to filter candidate key concepts and obtain the key concept set KC of this domain. What we should pay attention is that the intersection of object concept set and key concept set is not necessarily empty. That's to say, some concepts may be both object concepts and key concepts. That is because scholars' research work is different in academic field. For example, some researchers specialize in algorithms, so in their articles, the algorithm belongs to the category of object concept. While some researchers use these algorithms to solve a problem, so in their articles, these algorithms belong to the category of key concepts.
B. DISCOVERING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONCEPTS
Implementation relation exists between object concept and key concept. It is a kind of directed relationship. In this paper, we adopt conditional probability to calculate the relationship value w oc i ,kc j between object concept i and key concept j. The formula is given as follows:
where, n(oc i , kc j ) represents the number of articles that object concept oc i and key concept kc j co-occur in an article in given corpus, and n (oc i ) is the number of articles that contain object concept oc i . Obviously, when the article frequency of object concept and key concept co-occur is close to the article frequency of the object concept appearing, it indicates that these two concepts have a close implementation relation in the domain. That is to say, the technique/method represented by the key concept is often used in the process of realizing the research object which is represented by the object concept. If object concept and key concept never appear simultaneously in an article, the value of their relationship is 0. It shows that they are not correlative with each other. Then we set a threshold θ VOLUME 5, 2017 to filter for determining the relation between object concept and key concept.
Another relation that exists between key concepts is collaboration relation. Because the two side of this relation both belong to technique/method category, collaboration relationship is a kind of undirected relation. In this paper, we introduce the mutual information [30] in information theory to represent and calculate the relation value, which is defined as:
where, P (kc i ) represents the probability of an article containing key concept kc i , P(kc j ) represents the probability of an article containing key concept kc j , P(kc i , kc j ) represents the probability of an article containing both kc i and kc j , and N is the number of all articles in corpus. From formula (6), it can be seen that if P(kc i , kc j ) is much bigger than P (kc i ) P(kc j ), then w kc i ,kc j 0, which indicates that the relationship between the two key concepts is very strong, and they co-occur frequently in research of this domain. If P(kc i , kc j ) is much smaller than P (kc i ) P(kc j ), then w kc i ,kc j 0, which indicates that there is little correlation between the two concepts. Finally, we set a threshold δ to filter for determining the relation between key concepts.
C. HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING OF KEY CONCEPTS
HCAM's cognition characteristic is reflected by the ability to classify the concepts into research object one and technique/method one according to their academic attributes. Furthermore, it takes a hierarchical division for the cognition depth of techniques/methods. From the top down, the specificity for the domain gets higher and higher. This paper uses hierarchical clustering to generate a tree for hierarchical cognition division of key concepts. Traditional hierarchical clustering methods construct binary trees. However, binary branches may not be the best structure to describe data. So, in this paper, we adopt Bayesian Rose Tree (BRT) [31] hierarchical clustering algorithm to generate a multi-branch tree for building a hierarchical structure of key concepts.
1) REPRESENTATION OF KEY CONCEPTS
In this paper, we adopt vector X (frequency, latitude, centervalue) to represent a key concept. The elements of vector X are concept occurrence frequency, concept application latitude and concept centrality weight.
Element frequency is used to represent the frequency of a concept as a key concept appearing in corpus. It illustrates whether the technique/method represented by the concept is often used in this domain. Element latitude denotes the number of object concept that has implementation relations with the key concept. If a key concept has implementation relations with many object concepts, it shows that the method represented by the key concept can be used to solve a variety of problems. Element centervalue is mainly used to measure the cooperative position of the concept in this academic domain. If the centrality weight of a concept is very big, it shows that the concept has collaboration relations with many important techniques/methods in this domain, and occupies the central position in the collaboration network. Otherwise, if the centrality weight of a concept is very small, it shows that the concept has a low position in the collaboration network. It can be seen that the centrality weight of a key concept is determined by the centrality weights of the concepts it cooperates. In this paper, we introduce the eigenvector centrality theory [32] in complex networks to compute centrality weight. In this theory, eigenvector x is used to measure the centrality of nodes in undirected network, and the element x i in eigenvector represents the centrality weight of key concept i.
According to the collaboration network, we can build the corresponding adjacency matrix A = (a ij ), where a ij = 1 denotes that there is a collaboration relation between key concept i and key concept j, and a ij = 0 represents there is no collaboration relation between them. The centrality weight of key concept i is calculated by
where c is a constant. Then formula (7) can also be expressed in the following matrix form:
In formula (8), x is the corresponding eigenvector of adjacency matrix A and eigenvalue 1/c. Therefore, the value of each element in the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue is the centrality weight of the key concepts.
2) BRT HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING
In this paper, we adopt BRT hierarchical clustering [31] to generate a multi-branch tree, based on which the hierarchical structure of key concepts is built. Then we can get the domain cognition depth of each key concept with the clustering index. The procedure of BRT algorithm is shown as Fig.2 , where data point d i is key concept i represented by vector X (frequency, latitude, centervalue). Initially each data point is regarded as its own tree: T i = {d i }. At each step, the algorithm picks two trees T i and T j to merge into a new tree T m . Unlike binary hierarchical clustering, BRT uses three merging operations (Fig.3 ):
where leaves represent all leaf nodes of every hierarchical structure, and Tree is the whole tree structure. This operation merges two hierarchical structures from root node, and T i and T j are to be the child nodes of T m . In other words, T m has two child nodes. • Absorb:T m = {children(T i ), T j }. With this operation, T i and T j has a hyponymy relation that T j becomes T i 's child node. So T m has |T i | + 1 child nodes. There is another merging situation of absorb operation that T i becomes T j 's child node. It can be represented as T m = {T i , children(T j )} that T m has |T j | + 1 child nodes.
• Collapse: T m = {children (T i ), children(T j )}. This operation merges the child nodes of T i and T j into T m . With collapse operation, all the original data points belong to a parent node, and T m has |T i | + |T j | child nodes. In each step of the BRT algorithm, the basis of picking T i , T j , and merging operation type is to get maximized value of 
where f (D m ) is the marginal probability of D m and π T m is the ''mixing proportion''. In this paper, f (D m ) is represented by ward's minimum variance method [33] . If the cluster T p and T q merge into cluster T i , the distance from some other cluster T j to T i is calculated by the following formula:
where, n p , n q , n j are the number of all the data points in T p , T q and T j , and D ij is the distance between cluster T i and cluster T j . At the beginning, every data point is seen as a single cluster, and the distance between two clusters is the distance between two data point. In this paper, we adopt Euclidean distance to initialize the distance between two cluster, so the initial distance between cluster T i and cluster T j is D ij = d ij , where d ij is the Euclidean distance between data point d i and d j .
Then we can get the marginal probability f (D m ) by formula (12), it is calculated by:
And π T m is defined as:
where n T m is the number of children of T m , and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is the hyper-parameter to control the model. Thus, we can cluster the key concept nodes to several clusters by BRT algorithm. Each cluster represents a cognition layer in HCAM, and the cluster index is the cognition depth value. A key concept has big depth value means it represents high specificity for the domain. In IR-HCAM, there are 286 object concept nodes and 641 key concept nodes. The threshold α and β are set as 0.001 and 0.009, respectively. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) give the top 20 object concepts and 20 key concepts with the highest weights. In addition, there are 2709 pairs of object and key concepts have the implementation relations, and 4765 pairs of key concepts have the collaboration relations. The threshold θ and δ is set as 0.03 and 0. There are three cognition layers in IR-HCAM. 43 key concepts are involved in the first layer, 68 key concepts are involved in the second layer, and 530 key concepts are involved in the third layer. The hyper parameter γ is set as 0.5.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In IR-HCAM, there are 252 object concept nodes and 868 key concept nodes. The threshold α and β are set as 0.001 and 0.005, respectively. Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) give the top 20 object concepts and 20 key concepts with the highest weights. In addition, there are 2095 pairs of object and key concepts have the implementation relations, and 5372 pairs of key concepts have the collaboration relations. The threshold θ and δ is set as 0.03 and 0. There are three cognition layers in KDD-HCAM. 99 key concepts are involved in the first layer, 155 key concepts are involved in the second layer, and 614 key concepts are involved in the third layer. The hyper parameter γ is set as 0.6. Fig 6 explains the distribution of key concepts in the hierarchical structure of IR-HCAM and KDD-HCAM. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 illustrate IR-HCAM and KDD-HCAM, in which blue points represent object concepts, red points represent key concepts, implementation relations are represented by blue directed lines, and collaboration relations are represented by undirected purple lines. For both HCAMs, there are three cognition layers and the maximum cognition depth is 3. From layer 1 to layer 3, the key concepts' specificity for the domain gets higher and higher. 
B. DOMAIN EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
Domain effectiveness means HCAM's ability to cover all the contents of the academic domain. In this paper, we extract concepts from the contents in Call for Papers (CFP) of SIGIR from 2006 to 2015, and get the concept set CSet which is used as a reference set. Then we compare all the concepts in IR-HCAM with all the concepts in CSet, and use the overlap rate of concepts to verify the domain effectiveness of concepts. Let ESet and RSet denote the evaluation set and the reference set, then the concept overlap rate R (ESet, RSet) can be calculated as follows: In this paper, we firstly calculate the overlap rate between ASet, the set of all concepts (2988 concepts) from corpus, and CSet. As a comparison, we calculate the overlap rate between MSet, the concept set of IR-HCAM (777 concepts), and CSet. The experimental result is shown in TABLE 1. On the whole, the overlap rate is not very high (52%). Even though the concept set is composed of the concepts appearing in all articles' titles, abstracts and keyword lists without any filtration, the overlap rate is still not high (62%). There are two reasons. First, writing style of CFP is different from academic article. Secondly, CFP is published before paper submission. Therefore, there are some deviations between the contents of CFPs and articles. But it still can be seen IR-HCAM is effective in describing the research domain. Because the total number of concepts in titles, abstracts and keyword lists of all the articles is 2988, and in IR-HCAM the number of concepts reduced to 777. The reduction rate is 26%. On the other hand, the overlap rate is only reduced by 10%. So we can see that the domain concept acquisition method proposed in this paper can effectively extract the representative concepts in the specific domain, and HCAM can effectively cover the research content of the field.
C. COGNITION CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS
The generated IR-HCAM and KDD-HCAM both have three cognition layers. In this section, we will demonstrate the cognition characteristics of HCAM by analyzing the correlation of information retrieval domain (IR) and data mining domain (KDD).
Traditional knowledge map do not have a hierarchical cognition structure, so all the concept nodes in map are used together in the correlation analysis. In this paper, we take all key concepts in the knowledge map as analysis objects, and measure the correlation degree of the two domains based on the same key concepts in the two maps by formula (14) . We find that the number of key concepts both contained in information retrieval domain and data mining domain is 98, accounting for 15% of the key concepts in information retrieval domain and 11% of the key concepts in data mining domain. As a comparison, we analyze the correlation between the two domains based on the hierarchical structures of key concepts in HCAM. We calculate the overlap rate of key concepts at each layer of one domain with the key concepts in other domain. The experimental result is shown in TABLE 2 and Fig. 9 . The number of key concepts both involved in IR-HCAM's first layer and KDD-HCAM is 15, accounting for 35% of the total number of key concepts on the first layer of IR-HCAM. The number of key concepts both involved in IR-HCAM's second layer and KDD-HCAM is 12, accounting for 18% of the total number of key concepts on the second layer of IR-HCAM. The number of key concepts both involved in IR-HCAM's third layer and KDD-HCAM is 71, accounting for 13% of the total number of key concepts on the third layer of IR-HCAM. As for the data mining domain, the number of key concepts both involved in KDD-HCAM's first layer and IR-HCAM is 49, accounting for 49% of the total number of key concepts on the first layer of KDD-HCAM. The number of key concepts both involved in KDD-HCAM's second layer and IR-HCAM is 25, accounting for 16% of the total number of key concepts on the second layer of KDD-HCAM. The number of key concepts both involved in KDD-HCAM's third layer and IR-HCAM is 24, accounting for 4% of the total number of key concepts on the third layer of KDD-HCAM.
Comparison analysis is illustrated by Fig. 10 . As a whole, it can be seen that the overlap rate of the first layer of HCAM and the other HCAM is relatively high. It reflects that the researches of the two domains usually use same thoughts and methods, the domain correlation is strong. The overlap rate calculated based on the second layer and third layer is in a decreasing trend. This is because from the top down the domain specificity gets stronger and stronger, and many of the specific algorithms and techniques are not the same for the fields of information retrieval and data mining. It also shows that our hierarchical structure can well reflect the cognition characteristics of key concepts. As for the traditional knowledge map, the refinement of the correlation analysis of two domains can not be performed due to the lack of hierarchical cognition structure.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed hierarchical cognitive academic map (HCAM) to represent the research knowledge for a specific domain, which can reflect the three basic levels of Bloom's cognition taxonomy. In HCAM, nodes are classified into two kinds according to the academic attribute: object concept nodes and key concept nodes. Object concept nodes represent research objects, and key concept nodes represent methods or techniques in this domain. Relations between nodes are classified into two types: implementation relation and collaboration relation. In addition, all the key concept nodes are organized in form of hierarchical structure based on the cognition depth which indicates the concept's specificity for the domain. In the experiment part, two HCAMs for information retrieval domain and data mining domain are built, and evaluation experiments are performed with these HCAMs. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method. 
